Brain is NOT Always Right

SCOTT STUART
Heart loves puppies, and chocolate, and rollercoasters, and dancing along to music. Brain likes lists, and broccoli, and safety rails, and wearing sensible clothing. But, most of all, Brain likes always being right.

A thoughtful and heartwarming story about being true to yourself, by bestselling picture-book creator, Scott Stuart.

**SALES POINTS:**
- Brain likes everything to be predictable and perfectly orderly. Heart loves spontaneity and trying new things. Who is right?
- A beautifully written and illustrated picture book for young readers about the importance of listening to your brain and your heart.
- Themes: wellbeing, confidence, creativity, individuality, self-acceptance, humour.
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Heart loves puppies, and chocolate, and rollercoasters, and dancing along to music. Brain likes lists, and broccoli, and safety rails, and wearing sensible clothing. But, most of all, Brain likes always being right.

A thoughtful and heartwarming story about being true to yourself, by bestselling picture-book creator, Scott Stuart.

**SALES POINTS:**
- Brain likes everything to be predictable and perfectly orderly. Heart loves spontaneity and trying new things. Who is right?
- A beautifully written and illustrated picture book for young readers about the importance of listening to your brain and your heart.
- Themes: wellbeing, confidence, creativity, individuality, self-acceptance, humour.
Scott Stuart is a best-selling children’s book author who is committed to creating content that empowers kids. His books have appeared on numerous bestseller lists, as well as being shortlisted for ABIA Children’s Book of the Year and CBCA Notable Picture Book of the Year. His empowering messages have been seen over 100 million times on social media, and he is a leading voice on fully accepting and empowering our children, exactly as they are.

https://scottstuart.co/
Peace has come to Pyrrhia ... for now. The war between the tribes is finally over, and now the dragonets of the prophecy have a plan for lasting peace: Jade Mountain Academy, a school that will gather dragonets from all the tribes and teach them to live together, perhaps even as friends. Moonwatcher isn’t sure how she feels about school, however. Hidden in the rainforest for most of her life, the young NightWing has an awful secret. She can read minds, and even see the future. Living in a cave with dozens of other dragons is noisy, exhausting—and dangerous. In just a few days, Moon finds herself overwhelmed by her secret powers and bombarded by strange thoughts, including those of a mysterious dragon who might be a terrible enemy. And when someone starts attacking dragons within the academy, Moon has a choice to make: Stay hidden and safe? Or risk everything to save her new friends?

SALES POINTS:
• Over nine million copies in print across all channels of this #1 New York Times and USA Today best-selling series!
• These stunning graphic novel adaptations have won starred reviews and new FanWings.
• Each adaptation outsells the last!
• Tui Sutherland is a rock star author, drawing hordes of parents, educators, and children wherever she goes from bookstores to schools, and even as a special guest at San Diego Comic Con.

12-COPY STOCK PACK *
AU RRP: $227.88
NOT AVAILABLE IN NZ
ISBN: 9781761299018

Contains:
Moon Rising: The Graphic Novel
(Wings of Fire, Book 6)
ISBN 9781338730890 X 12
AU RRP $18.99
NZ RRP $21.99

32-COPY MIXED BIN *
AU RRP: $633.63
NOT AVAILABLE IN NZ
ISBN: 9781761299025

Contains:
Moon Rising: The Graphic Novel
(Wings of Fire, Book Six)
ISBN 9781338730890 X 17
The Lost Heir: The Graphic Novel
(Wings of Fire, Book Two)
ISBN 9781338344059 x 3
The Hidden Kingdom: The Graphic Novel
(Wings of Fire, Book Three)
ISBN 9781338344059 x 3
The Dragonet Prophecy: The Graphic Novel
(Wings of Fire, Book One)
ISBN 9780545942157 x 3
The Brightest Night: The Graphic Novel
(Wings of Fire, Book Five)
ISBN 978176127809 x 3
The Dark Secret: The Graphic Novel
(Wings of Fire, Book Four)
ISBN 9781760978723 x 3
The Lost Heir: The Graphic Novel
(Wings of Fire, Book Two)
ISBN 9781338344059 x 3
The Hidden Kingdom: The Graphic Novel
(Wings of Fire, Book Three)
ISBN 9781338344059 x 3
AU RRP $18.99 each
NZ RRP $21.99 each
8-Pocket Bin
AU RRP $25.95

* See Ordering Information page 36.
ALSO AVAILABLE

THE DRAGONET PROPHECY: THE GRAPHIC NOVEL (WINGS OF FIRE, BOOK ONE)

AU RRP: $18.99
NZ RRP: $21.99
Author: TUI T. SUTHERLAND
Illustrator: MIKE HOLMES
Publisher: SCHOLASTIC INC
ISBN: 9780545942201
Format: PAPERBACK
Type: GRAPHIC NOVEL
Age Level: 8+
Dimensions: 229 X 152 MM
Page Count: 224 PP

THE LOST HEIR: THE GRAPHIC NOVEL (WINGS OF FIRE, BOOK TWO)

AU RRP: $18.99
NZ RRP: $21.99
Author: TUI T. SUTHERLAND
Illustrator: MIKE HOLMES
Publisher: SCHOLASTIC INC
ISBN: 9780545942201
Format: PAPERBACK
Type: GRAPHIC NOVEL
Age Level: 8+
Dimensions: 229 X 152 MM
Page Count: 224 PP

THE HIDDEN KINGDOM: THE GRAPHIC NOVEL (WINGS OF FIRE, BOOK THREE)

AU RRP: $18.99
NZ RRP: $21.99
Author: TUI T. SUTHERLAND
Illustrator: MIKE HOLMES
Publisher: SCHOLASTIC INC
ISBN: 9781338344059
Format: PAPERBACK
Type: GRAPHIC NOVEL
Age Level: 8+
Dimensions: 229 X 152 MM
Page Count: 224 PP

THE DARK SECRET: THE GRAPHIC NOVEL (WINGS OF FIRE, BOOK FOUR)

AU RRP: $18.99
NZ RRP: $21.99
Author: TUI T. SUTHERLAND
Illustrator: MIKE HOLMES
Publisher: SCHOLASTIC INC
ISBN: 9781760978723
Format: PAPERBACK
Type: GRAPHIC NOVEL
Age Level: 8+
Dimensions: 229 X 152 MM
Page Count: 224 PP

THE BRIGHTEST NIGHT: THE GRAPHIC NOVEL (WINGS OF FIRE, BOOK FIVE)

AU RRP: $18.99
NZ RRP: $21.99
Author: TUI T. SUTHERLAND
Illustrator: MIKE HOLMES
Publisher: SCHOLASTIC INC
ISBN: 9781761127809
Format: PAPERBACK
Type: GRAPHIC NOVEL
Age Level: 8+
Dimensions: 229 X 152 MM
Page Count: 224 PP
Chrissie Krebs is an Australian author/illustrator of children’s books. She has worked on multiple published picture books, including illustrating Michael Gerard Bauer’s Rodney Loses It!, which won The CBCA Children’s Book of the Year (Early Childhood) and Speech Pathology Australia’s Book of the Year in 2018.
I HAVE A HAT! (MACK AND CHEEZE #1)

Mack: Hats are the BEST!
Cheeze: Hats are the WORST!
Can Mack help Cheeze change his mind about hats?

AU RRP: $10.99
NZ RRP: $12.99

Author: CHRISSE KREBS
Publisher: SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA
ISBN: 9781761121562
Format: PAPERBACK
Type: CHAPTER BOOK
Age Level: 5+
Dimensions: 228 X 153 MM
Page Count: 64 PP

I AM A CAT! (MACK AND CHEEZE #2)

Mack: I am a CAT!
Cheeze: But you don’t know HOW to be a cat!
Can Cheeze teach Mack how to be a cat?

AU RRP: $10.99
NZ RRP: $12.99

Author: CHRISSE KREBS
Publisher: SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA
ISBN: 9781761201097
Format: PAPERBACK
Type: CHAPTER BOOK
Age Level: 5+
Dimensions: 228 X 153 MM
Page Count: 64 PP

12-COPY STOCK PACK *

AU RRP: $131.88
NOTE AVAILABLE IN NZ

ISBN: 9781761299032

Contains:
I have a Hat! (Mack and Cheeze #1)
ISBN 9781761121562 x 6
I have a Cat! (Mack and Cheeze #2)
ISBN 9781761201097 x 6
AU RRP $10.99 each
NZ RRP $10.99 each

* See Ordering Information page 36.
Have you ever wondered what life is like for a Minecraft Zombie?

Take a peek into the diary of thirteen-year-old Zack Zombie. He’s just like any other kid, only a lot more dead! And in a lot more trouble! The game is afoot! Zombie can’t get enough of Hurlock Tomes and his sidekick, Dr Mobson, and the sleuthing adventures in their stories. But when Chickens start to go missing and Silverfish seem to teleport from nowhere, Skelee, Slimey, Creepy and of course, Zombie, are on the case! It’s time for Zombie and his friends to put their detective skills to the test as they solve a real-life mystery!

SALES POINTS:

• The same Zack Zombie in a Super Special format, complete with foil cover and glossy full colour internals—perfect as a gift!
• A collection of THREE brand-new stories, loosely linked but able to be read as standalone tales.
• Suitable for both avid fans and readers new to the Diary of a Minecraft Zombie series.
• Over 1.5 Million copies in print in the series across Australia and New Zealand.
• Easy to read adventure stories in diary format.
• Gives young gamers a break from screen time and encourages them to love reading as well.

12-COPY STOCK PACK *

Contains:
Elementary, My Dear Mob
(Diary of a Minecraft Zombie: Super Special)
ISBN 9781761208386 x 12
AU RRP $15.99

DIARY OF A MINECRAFT ZOMBIE: SUPER SPECIALS #1–3

AU RRP: $15.99 each
NZ RRP: $18.99 each

Author: ZACK ZOMBIE
Publisher: KOALA BOOKS
Format: PAPERBACK
Type: NOVEL
Age Level: 8+
Dimensions: 190 X 150 MM

GLITCHED UP! (DIARY OF A MINECRAFT ZOMBIE: SUPER SPECIAL)
ISBN: 9781760978747
Page Count: 240 PP

DREADTIME STORIES (DIARY OF A MINECRAFT ZOMBIE: SUPER SPECIAL)
ISBN: 9781760979386
Page Count: 240 PP

SURVIVAL MODE (DIARY OF A MINECRAFT ZOMBIE: SUPER SPECIAL)
ISBN: 9781760979393
Page Count: 224 PP
This season takes place at a comic-con, dude! When somebody steals the grand prize to the costume contest, Davy does everything he can to find the thief, but ends up finding trouble instead. Krissy spends her time signing autographs as the comic-con’s VIP (Very Important Person) for her famous “Tea-party with Bo-bo” video that went viral in season 1. And Annie, Chuck, and Fergus get down and dirty with their costumes. There’s also a horse.

SALES POINTS:
- The third book in the unputdownable series from Marcus Emerson, the million-selling author of Diary of a 6th Grade Ninja, The Super Life of Ben Braver and Recess Warriors.
- Hilarious, action-filled stories guaranteed to make kids laugh-out-loud.
- The Kid YouTuber adventures are written for kids 8+ but will appeal to the whole family.
- Hybrid comic panels and regular text cater to all reading levels!
BAD BUNNY AND THE BEASTIES

‘Good bunnies are so boring! I’m going way down there Into the deepest, darkest forest where the beasties wait to scare!’ Bad Bunny isn’t like the other bunnies. Maybe he belongs in the woods with the beasties. Or is he not quite as bad as everyone thinks?

SALES POINTS:

• The second book in this irreverent picture book series about a very naughty bunny!
• Bright, comical illustrations and text by Jonathan Bentley.
• This bunny likes to pick his nose and play tricks on the other bunnies.
• Bad Bunny goes to the forest to see the Beasties. But is he really a nasty beast too?
• A book about not judging someone by appearances.
• Laugh out loud rhyming text, perfect for reading aloud.

ALSO AVAILABLE: BAD BUNNY

AU RRP: $18.99  
NZ RRP: $24.99  
Author: JONATHAN BENTLEY  
Publisher: SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA  
ISBN: 9781761121586  
Format: HARDBACK  
Type: PICTURE  
Age Level: 5+  
Dimensions: 250 X 240 MM  
Page Count: 24 PP
When cheerleading tryouts are announced, Christina and her best friend, Megan, literally jump at the chance to join the squad. As two of the only kids of colour in the school, they have always yearned to fit in—and the middle school cheerleaders are popular and accepted by everyone. But will the girls survive the terrifying tryouts, with their whole grade watching? And will their friendship withstand the pressures of competition? Hilarious and highly relatable, The Tryout will make you laugh, cry, and cheer!

SALES POINTS:

• From award-winning Christina Soontornvat and stellar new talent, Joanna Cacao, comes a high stakes, highly relatable graphic novel about learning to feel comfortable in your own skin.
• Hilarious and heartfelt, The Tryout is Christina Soontornvat’s personal story, sure to make you laugh, cry and cheer!
• Perfect for fans of New Kid, Rollergirl, and Real Friends.
• Themes: cheerleading, sports, school, fitting in, friendship, courage, competition, belonging.

12-COPY STOCK PACK *

Contains:
The Tryout
ISBN 9781338741261 x 12
AU RRP $19.99
NZ RRP $21.99

* See Ordering Information page 36.
It’s Karen’s birthday! She can’t wait for all those presents. Karen is even having two parties—one at Daddy’s house and one at Mummy’s. But what Karen really wants for her birthday is one big party, and to celebrate the special day with her whole family together. Will Karen’s birthday wish come true?

SALES POINTS:
• Expertly adapted from Ann M. Martin’s original novels by bestselling cartoonist Katy Farina.
• These adorable repackaged covers are perfect for new fans as well as nostalgia readers.
• Perfect for fans of the Baby-sitters Club Netflix show!

12-COPY STOCK PACK *

AU RRP: $203.88
NZ RRP: NOT AVAILABLE IN NZ

Contains:
Karen’s Birthday: A Graphic Novel
(Baby-Sitters Little Sister #6)
ISBN 9781338762587 x 12
AU RRP $16.99
NZ RRP $18.99

* See Ordering Information page 36.
KANGAPLATABURRAKOOKAPUSAROO

AU RRP: $18.99
NZ RRP: $24.99
Author: BEAU YOUNG
Illustrator: DAVID ATZE
Publisher: KOALA BOOKS
ISBN: 9781742765938
Format: HARDBACK
Type: PICTURE
Age Level: 3+
Dimensions: 250 x 240 MM
Page Count: 24 PP

‘I’m a kangaplataburrakookapusaroo. There’s no-one like me anywhere. I’m clearly something new!
I’m a kangaplataburrakookapusaroo. I’ve never met someone like me. And I bet you haven’t too!’
A tail? Feathers? Wings and webbed feet? Come and meet the strangest animal you’ve ever seen.

SALES POINTS:
• An amusing book about a strange animal that is part-kangaroo, part-platypus, part-kookaburra.
• Bright, humorous illustrations.
• Simple, playful rhyming text—perfect for reading aloud to little ones.
• Features Australian wildlife.
• Themes include: fun, being silly, what makes us unique.

SUPERWORM: FINGER PUPPET BOOK

AU RRP: $14.99
NZ RRP: $16.99
Author: JULIA DONALDSON
Illustrator: AXEL SCHEFFLER
Publisher: SCHOLASTIC UK
ISBN: 9780702313691
Format: BOARD BOOK
Type: PICTURE
Age Level: 1+
Dimensions: 142 x 210 MM
Page Count: 32 PP

Young children will love meeting Superworm and his minibeast friends and playing with the Superworm puppet in this fabulous new board book. Help Superworm stretch and wiggle, and copy him as he demonstrates how to be a superhero in this fun finger puppet format from superstar creators, Julia Donaldson and Axel Scheffler.

SALES POINTS:
• Gorgeous puppet book with chunky board pages, perfect for little hands.
• Soft finger puppet pops through the book, prompting children to interact with the pages.
**BEST FRIENDS (MEET ELLA #9)**

**AU RRP:** $7.99  
**NZ RRP:** $9.99

**Author:** REBECCA MCritchie  
**Illustrator:** DANIELLE MCDONALD  
**Publisher:** SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA  
**ISBN:** 9781761291975  
**Format:** PAPERBACK  
**Type:** CHAPTER BOOK  
**Age Level:** 5+  
**Dimensions:** 198 X 128 MM  
**Page Count:** 48 PP

Ella and Zoe are best friends. But then Zoe makes friends with the new girl at school. Does this mean Zoe isn’t Ella’s friend anymore?

**SALES POINTS:**
- From the world of the bestselling Ella and Olivia and Ella Diaries.
- Meet Ella in her first year of school.
- Simple vocabulary and large easy-to-read font, ideal for very new readers.
- High frequency sight words.
- Relatable themes of family, friendships and being a little person in a big world!
- Ella and Olivia has over ONE MILLION books in print!
- A book about navigating friendships.

**MALLORY AND THE TROUBLE WITH TWINS (THE BABY-SITTERS CLUB #21: NETFLIX EDITION)**

**AU RRP:** $14.99  
**NZ RRP:** $17.99

**Author:** ANN M MARTIN  
**Publisher:** SCHOLASTIC INC  
**ISBN:** 9781761298554  
**Format:** PAPERBACK  
**Type:** NOVEL  
**Age Level:** 8+  
**Dimensions:** 194 X 133 MM  
**Page Count:** 160 PP

Mallory knows she’s a good baby-sitter. She’s been looking after her seven younger brothers and sisters for years. So when Kristy offers her a steady job baby-sitting for the Arnold twins, Mal thinks it’ll be easy money. The twins sure are cute in their little matching outfits. But once Mrs. Arnold leaves, Marilyn and Carolyn turn into twin terrors! They run around the house like spoiled brats, and Mallory can’t even tell them apart. Taking care of Marilyn and Carolyn is a baby-sitting nightmare. But Mallory’s a responsible member of the Baby-sitters Club -- and she’s not giving up!

**SALES POINTS:**
- America’s favourite series returns with a new look and a Netflix TV show!
- These adorable repackaged covers are perfect for new fans as well as nostalgia readers.
KITTY LITTER (THE NERD HERD #5)

AU RRP: $14.99  
NZ RRP: $18.99  
Author: NATHAN LUFF  
Illustrator: CHRIS KENNETT  
Publisher: SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA  
ISBN: 9781761205002  
Format: PAPERBACK  
Type: CHAPTER BOOK  
Age Level: 7+  
Dimensions: 190 X 150 MM  
Page Count: 144 PP

Plus-sized Puss has given birth to five kittens, and they are all kinds of trouble! So the whole farm call upon The Nerd Herd to do something about it—and fast! Can Barny the Lamb, Shaama Llama Ding Dong and Billy the Kid succeed on their mission? And will they finally get the farm cred they deserve?

SALES POINTS:

• Hilarious series for readers 7+.
• Funny story about three misfits on a farm who want to move up the pecking order.
• Filled with lots of hilarious illustrations, comic panels and speech bubbles, making it an accessible read for all levels.
• Filled with bright GREEN illustrations.
• The kittens on the farm are out of control. Can The Nerd Herd come to the rescue?
• Fifth and final book in the series.
• Join Barny the Lamb, Shaama Llama Ding Dong, and Billy the Angora Goat as they try to ... WOOL THE WORLD!

SICKEST CAMP EVER! (ZOO CREW #3)

AU RRP: $15.99  
NZ RRP: $18.99  
Author: MATT ZEREMES & GUY EDMONDS  
Illustrator: PETER WILLIAM POPPLE  
Publisher: SCHOLASTIC PRESS  
ISBN: 9781760976583  
Format: PAPERBACK  
Type: NOVEL  
Age Level: 6+  
Dimensions: 190 X 150 MM  
Page Count: 192 PP

Eddie, Mabel and Princeton are seriously pumped for school camp. But evil Echo has the GROSSEST, PUS-FILLED plan EVER to get camp cancelled! Can the best buds of Zoo Crew stop an army of multiplying PHAARTLETS from destroying everything?! Grab your camping gear—it’s gonna be IN TENTS!

SALES POINTS:

• The super fun, zany comedy series from Emmy Kids Award-winning TV writers Matt Zeremes and Guy Edmonds!
• It’s going to be the sickest school camp ever! As long as everyone can deal with an over-enthusiastic camp leader, the Principal on the warpath and a GIANT PUS ARMY!
• Can Eddie, Princeton and Mabel, the motley crew of loveable heroes, stop evil Echo’s plan to cancel camp?
• Jam-packed with dynamic and funny illustrations.
• Themes of friendship, teamwork, humour, positivity and the highs and lows of school life.
• Extensive marketing and publicity support.
An adorable new series of bilingual books that follow the adventures of a playful and determined young rabbit.

**SALES POINTS:**
- These bilingual books with very simple text offer an accessible introduction to reo Māori vocabulary for young readers and their whānau.
- With themes of determination, individuality, self-belief and exploration.
- Norah Wilson’s charming text is adorably illustrated by the gentle art of award-winning illustrator, Kimberly Andrews.
Little Rāpeti wants to say goodnight to all his friends, but his mother is calling him ... is he going to be late for bed?

Little Rāpeti is busy playing at kindy. There is so much to do! He is far too busy to go to the toilet ... UH-OH!

Little Rāpeti races with his friends, but mishaps abound, and one by one the others pass him ... can he be brave and still reach the finish line?
Disaster has struck the bunny world—an evil magician, Za-Zarillo, has stolen the Golden Egg just days before Easter! Without it, there will be no chocolate. Luckily, Tabatha Hopkins steps in to track down this villain. Help her find Za-Zarillo so she can save Easter!

**SALES POINTS:**
- The books in this series have sold in excess of 500,000 copies in Australia.
- Find a cast of quirky characters and objects in the hilariously detailed illustrations on each page.
- Over 500 things to spot!
- Bonus comic book-style pages at the front and back provide an entertaining storyline.
- Deluxe hardback cover with shiny holographic foil for added gold bling.
- Themes: Easter, bunnies, look-and-find, humour.
- Extensive marketing and publicity support.

**EASTER TITLES**

**WHERE’S THE GOLDEN EASTER EGG?**

- **AU RRP:** $18.99
- **NZ RRP:** $24.99
- **Author:** BILL HOPE
- **Publisher:** SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA
- **ISBN:** 9781761204012
- **Format:** HARDBACK
- **Type:** PICTURE
- **Age Level:** 5+
- **Dimensions:** 300 X 235 MM
- **Page Count:** 24 PP

**BIN CHICKEN’S EGGCELLENT EASTER**

- **AU RRP:** $18.99
- **NZ RRP:** $24.99
- **Author:** KATE & JOL TEMPLE
- **Illustrator:** RONOJOY GHOSH
- **Publisher:** SCHOLASTIC PRESS
- **ISBN:** 9781761209383
- **Format:** HARDBACK
- **Type:** PICTURE
- **Age Level:** 3+
- **Dimensions:** 250 X 240 MM
- **Page Count:** 24 PP

Following her beak, on long gangly legs, Ibis spies something shiny—glittering eggs! But there’s kids on a hunt! And a bunny on the loose! ‘Shoo, Bin Chicken! Scram, Garbage Goose!’ It’s Easter morning, and there are eggs everywhere. Ibis had better hop to it and get hunting!

**SALES POINTS:**
- A brand-new Easter holiday story in the popular series, Bin Chicken, by Kate and Jol Temple!
- It’s Easter morning! What will Bin Chicken do with all the colourful eggs she has found in the garden?
- With over 150,000 books in print across the series!
- Themes: Easter, holidays, Easter eggs, birds and wildlife, rubbish, environment, humour.
- Extensive marketing and publicity support.
THE BIG BUSH EASTER EGG HUNT

**AU RRP:** $18.99  
**NZ RRP:** $24.99  
**Author:** COLIN BUCHANAN  
**Illustrator:** CATE JAMES  
**Publisher:** SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA  
**ISBN:** 9781761207785  
**Format:** HARDBACK  
**Type:** PICTURE  
**Age Level:** 3+  
**Dimensions:** 250 X 240 MM  
**Page Count:** 24 PP

It’s Easter and that means it’s time for the big bush Easter egg hunt. But uh-oh! All the eggs have disappeared! Can you guess where they went?

**SALES POINTS:**
- Fun rhyming text by singer-songwriter, Colin Buchanan.
- Colourful illustrations of Australian animals by Australian illustrator, Cate James.
- Learn about Australian animals’ habitats as they hide their eggs.
- Full of colourful eggs that match the animals. Kids will have fun matching the egg to the animal.
- One sneaky animal is hiding on every page, leading to a funny reveal at the end that will have readers giggling.
- Perfect read for Easter!

THERE WAS AN OLD BLOKE WHO SWALLOWED A BUNNY! (10TH ANNIVERSARY EDITION)

**AU RRP:** $18.99  
**NZ RRP:** $24.99  
**Author:** P. CRUMBLE  
**Illustrator:** LOUIS SHEA  
**Publisher:** SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA  
**ISBN:** 9781761294976  
**Format:** HARDBACK  
**Type:** PICTURE  
**Age Level:** 4+  
**Dimensions:** 250 X 240 MM  
**Page Count:** 24 PP

There was an old bloke who swallowed a bunny. I don’t know why he swallowed that bunny ... Crikey, that’s funny!

The Old Bloke is loose on the farm, and all the animals are on the menu! Can they catch sight of the master of disguise in time to avoid being his lunch? Surely he’ll explode!

**SALES POINTS:**
- A new 10th anniversary edition of the much-loved Australian classic, There Was an Old Bloke Who Swallowed a Bunny!
- The old bloke is hungry and looking for a feed! A farmyard take on the classic nonsense rhyme.
- A hilarious story from the duo who created There Was an Old Lady Who Swallowed a Mozzie.
- Over 150,000 copies sold across the There Was an Old Lady and There Was an Old Bloke series.
- Lots of funny elements to look for on each page.
- An entertaining Easter gift for families to read and laugh at together!
Hey! Ho! What a show! Look at what we’ve made!
As we go marching round and round in the Easter Hat Parade!

Join the Aussie animals as they create amazing hats for their very first Easter parade.

SALES POINTS:
• A new edition of the best-selling Easter picture book from Colin Buchanan and Simon Williams!
• Loads of zany bonnet creations on display!
• A fun gift for Easter.
• Themes: Easter, Australian animals, Easter hat parades, Australian flora, singing and humour.

AUSSIE EASTER HAT PARADE

AU RRP: $18.99  
NZ RRP: $24.99

Author: COLIN BUCHANAN  
Illustrator: SIMON WILLIAMS  
Publisher: SCHOLASTIC  
ISBN: 9781761293054  
Format: HARDBACK  
Type: PICTURE  
Age Level: 3+  
Dimensions: 250 X 240 MM  
Page Count: 24 PP

Hunting for eggs is fun … when you share with everyone! Celebrate Easter with this special 10th Anniversary Edition.

SALES POINTS:
• 10th Anniversary Edition of a much-loved and hugely popular Australian classic.
• Perfect Easter gift.
• This special edition cover features two shiny purple foils, plus embossing on the bunnies.
• Heart-warming and humorous animal illustrations throughout.

MY EASTER EGG HUNT (10TH ANNIVERSARY EDITION)

AU RRP: $18.99  
NZ RRP: $24.99

Author: ROSIE SMITH  
Illustrator: BRUCE WHATLEY  
Publisher: SCHOLASTIC PRESS  
ISBN: 9781761294525  
Format: HARDBACK  
Type: PICTURE  
Age Level: 3+  
Dimensions: 250 X 240 MM  
Page Count: 24 PP
### EASTER TITLES

**AUSTRALIANS ALL LOVE EASTER EGGS**

- **AU RRP:** $18.99  
  - **NZ RRP:** $24.99
- **Author:** COLIN BUCHANAN
- **Illustrator:** SARAH HARDY
- **Publisher:** SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA
- **ISBN:** 9781743834794
- **Format:** HARDBACK
- **Type:** PICTURE
- **Age Level:** 3+
- **Dimensions:** 250 X 240 MM
- **Page Count:** 24 PP

**WHERE’S THE EASTER BUNNY?**

- **AU RRP:** $18.99  
  - **NZ RRP:** $24.99
- **Author:** LOUIS SHEA
- **Publisher:** SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA
- **ISBN:** 9781760159801
- **Format:** HARDBACK
- **Type:** PICTURE
- **Age Level:** 5+
- **Dimensions:** 300 X 235 MM
- **Page Count:** 24 PP

**WHERE’S THE EASTER BUNNY? AROUND THE WORLD**

- **AU RRP:** $18.99  
  - **NZ RRP:** $24.99
- **Author:** LAURA BUNTING  
  - **Illustrator:** PHILIP BUNTING
- **Publisher:** OMNIBUS BOOKS
- **ISBN:** 9781760976606
- **Format:** HARDBACK
- **Type:** PICTURE
- **Age Level:** 5+
- **Dimensions:** 250 X 240 MM
- **Page Count:** 24 PP

**I LOVE EASTER**

- **AU RRP:** $18.99  
  - **NZ RRP:** $24.99
- **Author:** ANNA WALKER
- **Publisher:** SCHOLASTIC PRESS
- **ISBN:** 9781743833179
- **Format:** HARDBACK
- **Type:** PICTURE
- **Age Level:** 3+
- **Dimensions:** 250 X 240 MM
- **Page Count:** 24 PP

**I LOVE EASTER**

- **AU RRP:** $18.99  
  - **NZ RRP:** $24.99
- **Author:** LOUIS SHEA
- **Publisher:** SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA
- **ISBN:** 9781761200878
- **Format:** HARDBACK
- **Type:** PICTURE
- **Age Level:** 5+
- **Dimensions:** 300 X 235 MM
- **Page Count:** 24 PP

**THIS IS NOT AN EGG.**

- **AU RRP:** $18.99  
  - **NZ RRP:** $24.99
- **Author:** LAURA BUNTING  
  - **Illustrator:** PHILIP BUNTING
- **Publisher:** OMNIBUS BOOKS
- **ISBN:** 9781760976606
- **Format:** HARDBACK
- **Type:** PICTURE
- **Age Level:** 5+
- **Dimensions:** 250 X 240 MM
- **Page Count:** 24 PP
WHERE'S THE GOLDEN EGG? (NEW EDITION)

AU RRP: $18.99  
NZ RRP: $24.99

Author: BILL HOPE  
Publisher: SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA  
ISBN: 9781761201547  
Format: HARDBACK  
Type: PICTURE  
Age Level: 5+  
Dimensions: 300 X 235 MM  
Page Count: 24 PP

WHEN THE EASTER BUNNY WENT ON HOLIDAY! + CD

AU RRP: $19.99  
NZ RRP: $24.99

Author: COLIN BUCHANAN  
Illustrator: SIMON WILLIAMS  
Publisher: SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA  
ISBN: 9781742992563  
Format: HARDBACK  
Type: BOOK WITH CD  
Age Level: 3+  
Dimensions: 250 X 240 MM  
Page Count: 24 PP

WHAT THE FLUFFY BUNNY SAID TO THE TINY MOUSE

AU RRP: $18.99  
NZ RRP: $24.99

Author: P. CRUMBLE  
Illustrator: CHRIS SAUNDERS  
Publisher: KOALA BOOKS  
ISBN: 9781743838747  
Format: HARDBACK  
Type: PICTURE  
Age Level: 3+  
Dimensions: 250 X 240 MM  
Page Count: 24 PP

WHAT THE FLUFFY BUNNY SAID TO THE GROWLY BEAR

AU RRP: $10.99  
NZ RRP: $14.99

Author: P. CRUMBLE  
Illustrator: CHRIS SAUNDERS  
Publisher: KOALA BOOKS  
ISBN: 9781743836682  
Format: BOARD BOOK  
Type: PICTURE  
Age Level: 1+  
Dimensions: 175 X 167 MM  
Page Count: 22 PP
**SEW YOUR OWN UNICORN BUNNY SLIPPERS (KLUTZ)**

**AU RRP:** $29.99  
**NZ RRP:** $34.99  
**Author:**  
**Publisher:** KLUTZ  
**ISBN:** 9781338643732  
**Format:** NOVELTY BOOK  
**Type:** ACTIVITY  
**Age Level:** 7+  
**Dimensions:** 229 X 203 MM  
**Page Count:** 32 PP  

**RUN, BUNNY, RUN!**

**AU RRP:** $18.99  
**NZ RRP:** $24.99  
**Author:** MATT SHANKS  
**Publisher:** SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA  
**ISBN:** 9781743836415  
**Format:** HARDBACK  
**Type:** PICTURE  
**Age Level:** 2+  
**Dimensions:** 250 X 240 MM  
**Page Count:** 24 PP

**THERE WAS AN OLD LADY WHO SWALLOWED AN EGG**

**AU RRP:** $10.99  
**NZ RRP:** $14.99  
**Author:** P. CRUMBLE  
**Illustrator:** LOUIS SHEA  
**Publisher:** SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA  
**ISBN:** 9781760664671  
**Format:** BOARD BOOK  
**Type:** PICTURE  
**Age Level:** 1+  
**Dimensions:** 175 X 167 MM  
**Page Count:** 22 PP

**THERE WAS AN OLD LADY WHO SWALLOWED AN EGG**

**AU RRP:** $18.99  
**NZ RRP:** $24.99  
**Author:** P. CRUMBLE  
**Illustrator:** LOUIS SHEA  
**Publisher:** SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA  
**ISBN:** 9781760669898  
**Format:** HARDBACK  
**Type:** PICTURE  
**Age Level:** 4+  
**Dimensions:** 250 X 240 MM  
**Page Count:** 24 PP

**THERE WAS AN OLD BLOKE WHO SWALLOWED A BUNNY!**

**AU RRP:** $18.99  
**NZ RRP:** $24.99  
**Author:** P. CRUMBLE  
**Illustrator:** LOUIS SHEA  
**Publisher:** SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA  
**ISBN:** 9781760669881  
**Format:** HARDBACK  
**Type:** PICTURE  
**Age Level:** 4+  
**Dimensions:** 250 X 240 MM  
**Page Count:** 24 PP

**COMING SOON!**

**DON’T MISS THIS FOR EASTER!**
NEVER TOUCH THE EASTER CHICKS

AU RRP: $14.99
NZ RRP: $16.99
Author: ROSIE GREENING
Illustrator: STUART LYNCH
Publisher: MAKE BELIEVE IDEAS
ISBN: 9781803372228
Format: BOARD BOOK
Type: PICTURE
Age Level: 1+
Dimensions: 210 X 176 MM
Page Count: 14 PP

You must never touch the Easter chicks ... except in this book! This hilarious touch-and-feel book makes learning numbers fun. Children will love counting down from five and watching the Easter chicks disappear at the turn of the page. Bumpy silicone touches feature on every chick, creating a tactile reading experience. This awesome book offers plenty for young children to enjoy, helping to promote an early love of reading.

SALES POINTS:
• Counting-down rhyme teaches numbers 1–5.
• Bumpy silicone touches.
• Encourages fine motor skills.

NEVER TOUCH A GRUMPY BUNNY!

AU RRP: $14.99
NZ RRP: $16.99
Author: ROSIE GREENING
Illustrator: STUART LYNCH
Publisher: MAKE BELIEVE IDEAS
ISBN: 9781803377643
Format: BOARD BOOK
Type: PICTURE
Age Level: 1+
Dimensions: 166 X 166 MM
Page Count: 10 PP

Never touch a grumpy bunny ... unless it’s in this book! Children will love meeting the grumpy animals in this touch-and-feel book. Each page features a different touch to explore. With fun, rhyming text and awesome animal illustrations from Stuart Lynch, this book will keep little ones happy for hours. Animal-filled book with amazing touches to explore.

SALES POINTS:
• Animal-themed touch-and-feel book.
• Bumpy silicone touches throughout.
• Fun, rhyming text and bright illustrations.
BUNNY'S EGG HUNT

AU RRP: $14.99
NZ RRP: $16.99

Author: ROSIE GREENING
Illustrator: SHANNON HAYS
Publisher: MAKE BELIEVE IDEAS
ISBN: 9781800582064
Format: PAPERBACK
Type: PICTURE
Age Level: 2+
Dimensions: 203 X 203 MM
Page Count: 12 PP

Pull the fun tabs and watch the sweet baby animals pop up in front of you! This Easter themed book is filled with cute animals, gorgeous patterns and Easter eggs to find. It’s perfect for adults and children to enjoy together. An adorable pop-up Easter board book filled with sweet animals.

SALES POINTS:
- A fun Easter book with pop-up flaps.
- Easter eggs to find throughout.
- Gorgeous illustrations sweet rhymes.

MY EASTER ACTIVITY BOOK WITH 3-D FELT STICKERS!

AU RRP: $9.99
NZ RRP: $11.99

Illustrator: DAWN MACHELL
Publisher: MAKE BELIEVE IDEAS
ISBN: 9781803377087
Format: PAPERBACK
Type: ACTIVITY
Age Level: 4+
Dimensions: 280 X 215 MM
Page Count: 16 PP

Hop into Easter with this sweet activity book! Filled with egg-cellent activities, including bouncing bunny mazes, spring sequences to colour and tasty treats to count. At the back of the book there are cute card press-outs to make and create. This book features your very own 3-D felt stickers to use in the book or wherever you want! An Easter-themed activity book with 3-D felt stickers and card press-outs.

SALES POINTS:
- 3-D felt stickers to use in the book or wherever you want!
- Exciting card press-outs to make and create.
- Fun activities to engage and entertain little ones.
Enjoy Easter with a sweet pick ‘n’ mix of things to do! Have fun completing the treat-themed activities using stickers and colour. With pages packed with stickers to find, puzzles to solve, colouring activities and more, there are hours of fun to be enjoyed.

**SALES POINTS:**
- With over 250 stickers to use in the book.
- The sticker activities help young children to improve hand-eye coordination.
- Cute and fun Easter-themed illustrations by Dawn Machell.
- Thematic activities will engage and entertain young children.
- The press-out card pieces are fun to doodle, decorate and display.

**EASTER EGG STICKER ACTIVITY FUN BOOK**

| AU RRP: | $7.99 |
| NZ RRP: | $9.99 |
| Publisher: | MAKE BELIEVE IDEAS |
| ISBN: | 9781785989988 |
| Format: | PAPERBACK |
| Type: | ACTIVITY |
| Age Level: | 3+ |
| Dimensions: | 280 X 215 MM |
| Page Count: | 24 PP |

Hop into Easter with this egg-cellent activity book. Little ones will love the adorable animals and playful puzzles, and there are cute card press-outs to make, too. Plus your very own Easter shiny stickers to use in the book or wherever you want! A fun Easter activity book with shiny foil stickers!

**SALES POINTS:**
- Packed with sweet animals and fun Easter activities.
- With shiny foil stickers and cute press-out crafts.

**EASTER ACTIVITY BOOK WITH SHINY STICKERS**

| AU RRP: | $9.99 |
| NZ RRP: | $11.99 |
| Author: | SOPHIE COLLINGWOOD |
| Illustrator: | JESS MOORHOUSE |
| Publisher: | MAKE BELIEVE IDEAS |
| ISBN: | 9781803371023 |
| Format: | PAPERBACK |
| Type: | ACTIVITY |
| Age Level: | 4+ |
| Dimensions: | 280 X 215 MM |
| Page Count: | 18 PP |
MY AUSSIE EASTER PARTY STICKER ACTIVITY BOOK

Come and join these Australian animals in this egg-cellent Easter party activity book! Search for the missing stickers on each page, and then colour, doodle and puzzle your way through each activity. It comes with a cute chick pen topper, card press-outs to create and over 250 stickers to use in the book or wherever you want!

SALES POINT:
• An Easter activity book, with 250 stickers, fun card press outs and a cute chick pen topper!

AU RRP: $9.99
NZ RRP: $11.99

Illustrator: DAWN MACHELL
Publisher: MAKE BELIEVE IDEAS
ISBN: 9781803370217
Format: PAPERBACK
Type: ACTIVITY
Age Level: 3
Dimensions: 280 X 215 MM
Page Count: 24 PP

THE BIG AUSSIE EASTER EGG HUNT

Have fun completing the egg-cellent activities in this amazing Easter hunt book! Search for the missing stickers on each page, and then colour, doodle and puzzle your way through each activity. With card press-outs to create and over 250 stickers to use in the book or wherever you want!

SALES POINTS:
• This book is packed with Easter-themed activities.
• With card press-outs to create and over 250 stickers to use in the book or wherever you want!
• Dawn Machell’s sweet illustrations are sure to delight young children.

AU RRP: $6.99
NZ RRP: $8.99

Illustrator: DAWN MACHELL
Publisher: MAKE BELIEVE IDEAS
ISBN: 9781800586536
Format: PAPERBACK
Type: ACTIVITY
Age Level: 3
Dimensions: 280 X 215 MM
Page Count: 24 PP

MY EASTER COLOURING BOOK

My Easter Colouring Book is perfect for keeping little hands entertained! Inside you will discover sweet Easter-themed scenes to colour, with bold illustrations and over 250 stickers to use in the book or anywhere you like. There are also cute card press-outs to decorate with your stickers.

SALES POINTS:
• Includes over 250 stickers to use in the book or wherever you want!
• Simple, sweet illustrations for little hands to colour.
• With cute card press-outs to decorate.
EASTER SHOW PEEKABOO!

AU RRP: $9.99
NZ RRP: $11.99

Author: CHRISTIE HAINSBY
Illustrator: DAWN MACHELL
Publisher: MAKE BELIEVE IDEAS
ISBN: 9781803378503
Format: BOARD BOOK
Type: PICTURE
Age Level: 1+
Dimensions: 180 X 150 MM
Page Count: 10 PP

Have fun with the animals in this sweet Easter-themed board book! The charming rhyme invites readers to copy the actions of the adorable characters in the fold-out mirror. Easter-themed board book with a fold-out mirror.

SALES POINTS:
• Easter board book with fold-out mirror.
• Part of our Peekaboo! range.
• Make silly faces with the animals inside.

EASTER PARADE PEEKABOO!

AU RRP: $9.99
NZ RRP: $11.99

Author: CHRISTIE HAINSBY
Illustrator: DAWN MACHELL
Publisher: MAKE BELIEVE IDEAS
ISBN: 9781803378497
Format: BOARD BOOK
Type: PICTURE
Age Level: 1+
Dimensions: 180 X 150 MM
Page Count: 10 PP

Have fun with the animals in this sweet Easter-themed board book! Sweet rhyming text encourages little ones to copy the actions of the adorable characters on each page, using the fold-out mirror to see themselves. Easter-themed board book with a fold-out mirror.

SALES POINTS:
• Easter board book with fold-out mirror.
• Part of our Peekaboo! range.
• Make silly faces with the animals inside.
SPLISH SPLASH LITTLE SHARK (LITTLE STARS)

AU RRP: $12.99
NZ RRP: $14.99

Author: CHRISTIE HAINSBY & CARA JENKINS
Illustrator: SCOTT BARKER
Publisher: MAKE BELIEVE IDEAS
ISBN: 9781803372433
Format: NOVELTY BOOK
Type: PICTURE
Age Level: 1+
Dimensions: 220 X 154 MM
Page Count: 8 PP

Add an extra splash of fun to bath time with this playful addition to our Little Stars baby range! Splish, splash and practise counting down from five as you join Little Shark and the ocean friends for a busy day under the sea. With a built-in water squirter and water-resistant pages, this exciting ocean-themed bath book encourages interactive play and offers plenty to keep little ones entertained at bath time.

SALES POINTS:
• An ocean-animal-themed bath book.
• Fun water squirter inside the cover.
• Water-resistant pages.
• Part of the Little Stars Baby Range.

DINOSAUR’S FIRST WORDS WITH FELT TOUCH (RAINBOW ROAD)

AU RRP: $14.99
NZ RRP: $16.99

Author: ROSIE GREENING
Illustrator: DANIELLE MUDD
Publisher: MAKE BELIEVE IDEAS
ISBN: 9781803374772
Format: BOARD BOOK
Type: PICTURE
Age Level: 1+
Dimensions: 185 X 197 MM
Page Count: 12 PP

This dinosaur-themed book teaches children first words! The book uses fun, simple language and bright illustrations to engage little ones. Rainbow-coloured plastic loops hold the pages together, creating a tactile and durable spine that is great for young children to explore with their hands.

SALES POINTS:
• Colourful plastic loops on spine.
• Interactive die-cut card on felt pages with fun tabs to play with.
• Teaches children first words.
• Bright illustrations and simple text.
ALWAYS HUG A KOALA

AU RRP: $14.99
NZ RRP: $16.99

Illustrator: DAWN MACHELL
Publisher: MAKE BELIEVE IDEAS
ISBN: 9781789478969
Format: BOARD BOOK
Type: PICTURE
Age Level: 1+
Dimensions: 186 X 186 MM
Page Count: 12 PP

Find out why you should always hug a koala in this adorable board book! The sweet, gentle rhyme introduces a range of popular Australian animals, and children will love exploring the fun touches throughout!

SALES POINTS:
• A sweet touch and feel book.
• The simple rhyme introduces Australian animals.
• Dawn Machell’s illustrations will entertain children.

NEVER POP A SHARK!

AU RRP: $14.99
NZ RRP: $16.99

Author: CHRISTIE HAINSBY
Illustrator: STUART LYNCH
Publisher: MAKE BELIEVE IDEAS
ISBN: 9781803371382
Format: BOARD BOOK
Type: PICTURE
Age Level: 1+
Dimensions: 233 X 193 MM
Page Count: 12 PP

This ocean-creatures board book has a silicone fidget popper for little hands to pop in and out! The graphic design and sweet rhymes will keep children engaged as they explore the tactile book. A must-have for developing hand-eye coordination in young children.

SALES POINTS:
• Ocean-creatures board book.
• Tactile silicone fidget popper.
• Fun, engaging text.
• Amusing illustrations.
Sometimes it helps when we talk. Sometimes there’s nothing to say.
I just need a little alone time to make the mad go away.

Discover a universally relatable story about one little cat who just wants to be MAD... at least for a little while! With gentle text and bold, vibrant illustrations, Barney Saltzberg encourages readers to “feel what they feel” and express their emotions, helping young ones develop key tools for social-emotional literacy. A must-have for any toddler caregiver. This book empowers children on the topic of anger, letting them know that it’s okay to feel mad sometimes. Because after you let yourself feel mad... then you can start to feel GLAD!

SALES POINTS:
• Author-Illustrator Barney Saltzberg is a celebrated, award-winning children’s book creator with more than 50 books for children.
• Barney Saltzberg picture book backlist includes award-winning Beautiful Oops! that has sold over 300,000 copies and was named as one of the top three books every child should read by Melinda Gates.
• In the spirit of books from Todd Parr, this tender, validating book tackles the tricky social-emotional topic of anger in a unique kid-friendly and self-affirming way.
• Social-emotional picture books are in big demand by teachers, parents, and caregivers.
• Will sit alongside social-emotional bestsellers like When Sophie Gets Angry and My Mouth is a Volcano.

THE PIRATE BLACKBIRD

When a little mynah bird is stolen from the jungle, he uses his amazing gift of mimicry to fool everyone in his path—escaping from a variety of cages in pet shops and zoos in order to forge his own path in the big city. With the help of his new friend, a little girl, will courageous Pirate Blackbird find his true home?

SALES POINTS:
• A funny and charming story showing a small bird doing big things!
• Perfect for fans of Einstein the Penguin.
• Featuring gorgeous black-and-white illustrations from Axel Scheffler, much-loved and best-selling illustrator of books such as Stick Man and The Gruffalo
Meet Frankie Finkleton. Age 11 and one-twelfth, Frankie has a BIG secret! Well, lots of secrets, actually: 1. She has a brother called Fred who is the Best Invention Ever, and a baby sister called Flo who is her arch-nemesis. 2. She has a dog named Blue who has GIANT eyeballs and tiny nostrils. 3. Oh ... And she’s a teensy-weensy, squinchy bit MAGIC! Frankie has a world inside her head called THOUGHTOPOLIS—you just go through the eyeball, right at the skull, past the brain stuff, and then second door on the right! It’s great fun, full of weird-and-wonderful places and creatures, and together, she, Fred and Blue go on adventures. Until one day, Frankie gets trapped, and has to uncover a secret hidden deep within if she is to get back to the Real World. But when the truth changes everything, will Frankie want to go back? HELP!

SALES POINTS:
• The new charming and witty chapter book from acclaimed script writer, novelist and actor, Amy Huberman!
• Brimming with charm, magic and the funny insight of Inside Out, this is a must-read for readers aged 8+.
• The Day I Got Trapped in My Brain is Amy’s debut children’s novel. She has written two best-selling books for adults, Hello Heartbreak and I Wished For You.
• Beautifully illustrated in two-styles by Katie Kear.

MY DAD IS DEFINITELY NOT A CRIME LORD

Damian’s family shows up at their new home, and no one is happy about it. They are living under witness protection now that Dad, a powerful gangster, has turned Queen’s evidence. Now they are expected to live in a cramped flat in a run-down council estate—they are fish out of water, having got used to the privileges and wealth that had come with Dad’s job. And Dad’s current moods and bad temper aren’t helping matters one bit. It’s summertime, and Damian—‘Finn’—is soon introduced to the neighbourhood kids, and is pressured early on to bully local boy Tel. ‘Finn’ refuses, and comes to befriend Tel, who by night is costumed crime-fighter Star Kid! Star Kid is on a mission to help free the estate from local gangster extortionist Ronnie. (Despite this problem, their neighbours on the estate are mostly good, with a strong sense of community.) Tel recruits Finn to his superhero team, and Star Kid and Moon Boy manage to get rid of Ronnie in a bugging-sting-gone-wrong exercise. But then Finn is horrified to discover hat someone else has stepped into the protection racket and terrorising the estate: it’s Dad!

SALES POINTS:
• Kick-Ass meets The Sopranos—a heartfelt, funny MG story about family discord and profound friendship on a council estate.
• Ben Davis is an established, award-winning author of funny, high-quality books for children.
• The author has based this council estate setting on his own experiences living in the Midlands and working as a postman.
A hilarious book about eco-activism gone WILD! Young Percy’s parents are environmental activists, and Percy is super OVER IT. He would rather stay home and play Xbox, rather than going to demonstrations every weekend. Meanwhile, his father wants to glue himself to a plastic bag factory, and his mum has invented a machine that messes with DNA and just might bring extinct species back to life. And when the neighbour next door suddenly turns into a talking rat, Percy is roped into a hilarious, madcap adventure in which everyone seems to want to get their hands on the species machine—and Percy comes to appreciate what his parents are fighting for.

**SALES POINTS:**
- A hilarious, madcap adventure with an underlying, serious message about the importance of environmental activism if we are to get a handle on the accelerating rate of species extinction and address the climate emergency.
- Perfect for fans of the Charlie Changes Into a Chicken series, David Walliams’s books, and *The Day the Screens Went Blank*.
- Illustrated throughout by Fay Austin.
- Kita Mitchell is a rising star in the world of funny children’s books. She is also the author of *The House of Secret Treasure* and the Grandma Dangerous series.

**AU RRP:** $19.99  
**NZ RRP:** $20.99

---

When Jesse’s grandad wins tickets to a retirement cruise and offers to bring Jesse along, Jesse is not exactly thrilled. A boat load of old age pensioners?! No thanks. Not to mention that he’s pretty sure his parents are going to be talking about a D.I.V.O.R.C.E. while he’s safely out of the way. But from the moment the pair arrive on the cruise ship, it’s a different story. Mysterious cat burglars, crime lords and smugglers all seem to be on board ... and odder than that, Gramps knows them all!

When an attempted murder occurs, Jesse decides it’s time to find out what they’re hiding, and catch the villain responsible. But Gramps might be hiding the biggest secret of all ... can Jesse unravel the mystery, before time runs out?

**SALES POINTS:**
- A hilarious adventure with heart for fans of *The Worst Holiday Ever* and *Gangsta Granny*.
- Featuring a gorgeous intergenerational relationship between a boy and his grandad, who is determined to reconnect with his family.
- Before illness intervenes.
- Brought to life with fabulous illustrations throughout—this package will delight readers.

**AU RRP:** $19.99  
**NZ RRP:** $21.99
You’re fifteen, you spend your time at school and at Val’s hair salon with Baker, Val’s son, who has eyes that are like falling off a cliff into space. The salon is a space of safety, but also of possibility and dreams ... Dreams of hair so rich and alive that it grow upwards and outwards into a wild landscape, becomes trees and leaves, and houses birds and butterflies and all the secret creatures that belong in such a forest. Rapunzella is born into a coven, founded when the Black women of the kingdom walked away from the tyranny of the evil King Charming. As she grows, so too does the power of the pale King. And when Rapunzella is imprisoned in an enchanted forest made of her own Afro, the might of the pale King seems unstoppable. But is it? Can Rapunzella use her power to change the future? Is there a future where such possibility and power is more than just a dream?

SALES POINTS:
• A genre-bending YA that weaves together inner-city life and a wildly dangerous fairytale universe.
• The debut novel from exciting Black spoken word poet Ella McLeod.
• A fairytale reimagining in verse combined with a contemporary coming-of-age story.
• A truly unique celebration of the power of Black identity and Black hair.

Grieving Orla and her brother go to stay with their gran in Ireland—but soon after they arrive, Gran vanishes. Shadowed by a shape-shifting darkness known as the Wild Hunt, the children—especially Orla—must put their sadness behind them if they’re to rescue their beloved gran.

SALES POINTS:
• The second novel by mesmerizing middle-grade writer, Anna Hoghton, author of magical Venetian adventure The Mask of Aribella.
• The novel follows two siblings in a quest to overcome their grief and find their missing gran—a tale brimming with peril, warmth and hope.
• Incorporates real Irish mythology and folklore, drawing on the author’s family connection.
Kuki is sure that the old family curse of the Abiku is a myth–she will not die young. But when she meets a girl, Enilo, in an extraordinary house, her greatest fear might just become a reality ... unless her new best friend can break the curse that binds them.

SALES POINTS:

• The second novel by Times/Chicken House Competition-winning Efua Traoré, author of critically acclaimed Children of the Quicksands.
• A beautifully evoked middle-grade adventure set in the author’s native Nigeria and drawing from rich Yoruba mythology.
• A story about the power of female friendship over fear and superstition.

AU RRP: $17.99
NZ RRP: $20.99

ONCE UPON A FEVER

Since the world fell sick with fantastical illnesses, sisters Payton and Ani have grown up in a hospital. When Ani stumbles upon an imprisoned boy who turns everything he touches to gold, her world is turned upside down. The sisters find themselves outside the hospital for the first time, a dark mystery unravelling around them ...

SALES POINTS:

• The second astonishing novel for upper middle-grade readers by Angharad Walker, author of critically acclaimed The Ash House.
• Angharad’s writing evokes the clever, unique world-building and philosophical themes of Pullman’s His Dark Materials while remaining startlingly original.
• The story follows two sisters in a London-inspired city full of fantastical illnesses and sprawling, gothic hospitals where dark secrets linger beneath the surface.

AU RRP: $17.99
NZ RRP: $21.99
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Disney is celebrating 100 years of wonder and you can too with this treasury of special stories. A marvellous introduction that will take you from under the sea with Ariel to the Pride Lands with Simba. Snuggle up and share the magical stories of friends old and new at bedtime.

**SALES POINTS:**

- This deluxe treasury contains 15 stories from Disney’s iconic libraries, including Dumbo, The Lion King, Tangled, Up and many more.
- Housed in a beautifully foiled slip case, this collectable gift is the first in a series of treasuries created exclusively for Disney’s 100th anniversary. Disney Princess and Disney Classics will be soon to follow.
- The stories in this treasury are chosen specifically for bedtime and new readers, with gorgeous illustrations from the Disney Storybook Art Team.
Life isn’t always a fairytale. Sometimes the challenges we face on the way to our happily-ever-afters can seem like a lot to handle. In those moments, it is important to always remember these important words: the magic is in you. This beautifully illustrated board book celebrates the magic of everyone, told through the lens of classic Disney wisdom.

SALES POINTS:
- Experience The Magic Is In You in a whole new way! This board book will be a great way to introduce young ones to the magic of Disney.
- With beautiful watercolour art featuring some of your favourite Disney characters, this is the perfect gift for little ones on any special occasion.
- Encouraging young ones to look within themselves, the message of this book will empower kids to grow up feeling confident!

Dear Little Princess,

As you write your own story, here are my hopes for you...

Read this sweet bedtime letter to your own little princess as she drifts off into dreams of her bright, magical future alongside all of her favourite Disney Princesses.

SALES POINTS:
- For the first time in board book format, celebrate 100 years of Disney with the iconic Disney Princesses!
- With adorable illustrations of the Disney Princess as children, young ones will love seeing their favourite characters more like themselves.
- Perfect for bedtime, little ones can dream about what they can be when they grow up.
SALES POINTS:

- Disney’s brand recognition is phenomenal and it only continues to grow. Everyone, young and old, will have fond memories of these characters and franchises.
- 2023 will be this beloved brand’s biggest year yet! The Disney 100 celebration will be everywhere, from screens to retail.
- The love for Disney characters encourages children to engage in reading and sparks their imagination to inspire creative play through the colouring and activity titles.

DISNEY 100: ULTIMATE ACTIVITY BOOK

AU RRP: $6.99
NZ RRP: $7.99
Publisher: SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA
ISBN: 9781761295638
Format: PAPERBACK
Type: ACTIVITY
Age Level: 3+
Dimensions: 276 X 200 MM
Page Count: 64 PP

100 years of wonder! With so many fun puzzles to solve and lots of awesome art to colour, all your Disney dreams have come true!

DISNEY 100: COLOURING ADVENTURES

AU RRP: $2.99
NZ RRP: $3.99
Publisher: SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA
ISBN: 9781761295560
Format: PAPERBACK
Type: ACTIVITY
Age Level: 3+
Dimensions: 276 X 200 MM
Page Count: 24 PP

Grab your pencils and celebrate your Disney friends which this collection of art from 100 years of wonder!
DISNEY 100: PUFFY STICKER COLOURING BOOK

AU RRP: $6.99
NZ RRP: $7.99
Publisher: SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA
ISBN: 9781761295614
Format: PAPERBACK
Type: ACTIVITY
Age Level: 3+
Dimensions: 275 X 200 MM
Page Count: 16 PP

Celebration 100 years of Disney wonder! Use your puffy stickers with your colouring throughout the book ... or anywhere else!

DISNEY 100: ACTIVITY BAG

AU RRP: $6.99
NZ RRP: $7.99
Publisher: SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA
ISBN: 9781761295492
Format: PAPERBACK
Type: ACTIVITY
Age Level: 3+
Dimensions: 276 X 200 MM
Page Count: 2 X 16 PP

With this Activity Bag you can be creative and clever, just like your favourite Disney characters! Celebrate 100 years of wonder with pages and pages of art and puzzles!

DISNEY 100: GIANT ACTIVITY PAD

AU RRP: $12.99
NZ RRP: $14.99
Publisher: SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA
ISBN: 9781761295584
Format: PAPERBACK
Type: ACTIVITY
Age Level: 3+
Dimensions: 296 X 373 MM
Page Count: 24 PP

Join Mickey Mouse, Donald Duck and all your Disney favourites to celebrate 100 years of wonder! Get ready to help Cinderella make her Midnight Dash and find Alice’s magic potion, Dream Up a Genie for yourself and complete Alberto’s Alphabet. Simply grab some colouring pencils and your creativity, and enjoy 24-pages of anniversary activity fun. You’ll also enjoy over 100 magical stickers included just for you!

© 2022 Disney
This book is a celebration of the warmth, love and joy that surrounds us at Easter. Share this collectable keepsake with a close friend or loved one to reflect on the things that make this time so special.

SALES POINTS:
• Following the success of our All My Love series, Easter is the newest title we add to this range!
• Featuring everyone’s favourite Disney characters, send a message of love to those close around you this Easter!
• The Disney brand is 100 years strong and has many characters that are relatable to any audience!
Follow the delightful adventures of Thumper when he discovers a bright blue egg as he hops through the forest one day. He tries to find its nest but can't see one anywhere. So, while he and his sister Daisy keep a watchful eye on the egg, his other sisters search for the egg's mama.

Join Thumper and his sisters as they decide to make something special for their mum to show how much they love her. The bunnies get busy and are excited to show their mum what they have made. Packed with delightful art showcasing the warmth of Disney Bunnies, this picture book reminds us to thank our mothers for all that they do for us.

Hop along with Thumper as he makes his way through the trees and across the pond to find new friends. Have an adventure in this story, which features a Touch-and-Feel element on every page!
Welcome to Thumper’s Library, a collection of 5 adorable bunny storybooks featuring Thumper and his adventures! From finding eggs to secret clubhouses, read these delightful stories for some laughs and lots of love.

SALES POINTS:
- The Disney Bunnies are so adorable that kids won’t be able to walk past them!
- These titles are excellent Easter gifts, providing a healthy alternative to chocolate.
- Encouraging a love of nature and a sense of curiosity, these books will have children exploring the world around them in a new way.

THUMPER’S LIBRARY: ADORABLE 5-BOOK COLLECTION (DISNEY BUNNIES)

AU RRP: $19.99
NZ RRP: $21.99

Publisher: SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA
ISBN: 9781761295201
Format: BOXED SET
Type: PAPERBACK
Age Level: 3+
Dimensions: 203 X 203 MM

Welcome to Thumper’s Library, a collection of 5 adorable bunny storybooks featuring Thumper and his adventures! From finding eggs to secret clubhouses, read these delightful stories for some laughs and lots of love.
Join the Disney Bunnies for an Easter crafting adventure! Enjoy 8 different creative projects, such as a bunny ears headband, bobble bunny decoration and Easter egg basket.

**DISNEY BUNNIES: CRAFT & CREATE**

**AU RRP:** $6.99  
**NZ RRP:** $7.99  
**Publisher:** SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA  
**ISBN:** 9781761295133  
**Format:** PAPERBACK  
**Type:** ACTIVITY  
**Age Level:** 5+  
**Dimensions:** 275 X 205 MM  
**Page Count:** 16 PP

For a hopping-good time, this colouring kit comes with five bright marker pens and a 48-page colouring pad featuring the adorable Disney Bunnies and their forest friends. The hardcover case is perfect for taking on trips away or to playdates; and the tear-out sheets make the pages ideal for sharing with friends and family.

**DISNEY BUNNIES: PAINT WITH WATER**

**AU RRP:** $7.99  
**NZ RRP:** $8.99  
**Publisher:** SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA  
**ISBN:** 9781761295126  
**Format:** PAPERBACK  
**Type:** ACTIVITY  
**Age Level:** 3+  
**Dimensions:** 280 X 210 MM  
**Page Count:** 24 PP

**DISNEY BUNNIES: COLOURING KIT**

**AU RRP:** $19.99  
**NZ RRP:** $21.99  
**Publisher:** SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA  
**ISBN:** 9781761121661  
**Format:** NOVELTY BOOK  
**Type:** ACTIVITY  
**Age Level:** 3+  
**Dimensions:** 290 X 228 MM  
**Page Count:** 48 PP

© 2022 Disney
EASTER TITLES

With a puzzle pad, colouring book and pencil pack, you’re just a hop, skip and a jump away from the best bunny time!

AU RRP: $6.99
NZ RRP: $7.99
Publisher: SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA
ISBN: 9781761295188
Format: PAPERBACK
Type: ACTIVITY
Age Level: 3+
Dimensions: 276 X 200 MM
Page Count: 2 X 16 PP

Hop into a colouring adventure with Thumper and all his friends! Colour and enjoy each page and all the bunny fun!

AU RRP: $6.99
NZ RRP: $7.99
Publisher: SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA
ISBN: 9781761295164
Format: PAPERBACK
Type: ACTIVITY
Age Level: 3+
Dimensions: 276 X 200 MM
Page Count: 64 PP

Enjoy an adorable 3-in-1 colouring adventure with the Disney Bunnies. Includes copy colouring, poster pages and more for you to complete in your own style.

AU RRP: $2.99
NZ RRP: $3.99
Publisher: SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA
ISBN: 9781761295058
Format: PAPERBACK
Type: ACTIVITY
Age Level: 4+
Dimensions: 265 X 216 MM
Page Count: 32 PP

SALES POINTS:
- The Disney Bunnies are so adorable that kids won’t be able to walk past them!
- These titles are excellent Easter gifts, providing a healthy alternative to chocolate.
- Encouraging a love of nature and a sense of curiosity, these books will have children exploring the world around them in a new way.

© 2022 Disney
DISNEY BUNNIES: PUFFY STICKER COLOURING BOOK

Join Thumper, Daisy and all your favourite Disney Bunnies on a hop-tastic colouring adventure! Plus, you’ll get a sheet of over 50 super-cute puffy stickers that you can use on your journey through the book ... or anywhere else you’d like to use them! Go on, hop to it!

AU RRP: $6.99
NZ RRP: $7.99
Publisher: SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA
ISBN: 9781761295171
Format: PAPERBACK
Type: ACTIVITY
Age Level: 3+
Dimensions: 275 X 200 MM
Page Count: 16 PP

DISNEY BUNNIES: GIANT ACTIVITY PAD

Jump on in for a world of fun with Thumper and his family! With loads of puzzles to solve and art to colour, you can play all day!

AU RRP: $12.99
NZ RRP: $14.99
Publisher: SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA
ISBN: 9781761295140
Format: PAPERBACK
Type: ACTIVITY
Age Level: 3+
Dimensions: 296 X 373 MM
Page Count: 24 PP

DISNEY BUNNIES: STORYBOOK AND JIGSAW SET (100 PIECES)

This gorgeous boxed set contains a specially selected Disney Bunnies storybook: Thumper Finds an Egg. Read the heart-warming story of how Thumper tries to discover who the owner of an egg could be, then complete the beautiful 100-piece giant jigsaw puzzle.

AU RRP: $24.99
NZ RRP: $26.99
Publisher: SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA
ISBN: 9781761120206
Format: BOXED SET
Type: PAPERBACK
Age Level: 3+
Dimensions: 216 X 310 MM
Page Count: 24 PP

© 2022 Disney
**Winnie the Pooh**

**THE EASTER-EGG HUNT: READ-ALONG BOOK & CD** *(DISNEY: WINNIE THE POOH)*

**AU RRP:** $19.99  
**NZ RRP:** $21.99

**Publisher:** SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA  
**ISBN:** 9781761295027  
**Format:** HARDBACK  
**Type:** BOOK WITH CD  
**Age Level:** 5+  
**Dimensions:** 250 X 240 MM  
**Page Count:** 40 PP

It’s spring in the Hundred-Acre Wood and Winnie the Pooh is going on an Easter-egg hunt! There are many different parts of the Wood to explore and much fun to be had in this Easter-themed storybook. With a read-along CD that features charming narration, plus the voices of the beloved characters and dazzling sound effects, this book and CD make the perfect holiday gift!

**WINNIE THE POOH: PUFFY EASTER STICKER ACTIVITY CASE** *(DISNEY)*

**AU RRP:** $19.99  
**NZ RRP:** $21.99

**Publisher:** SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA  
**ISBN:** 9781761295010  
**Format:** NOVELTY BOOK  
**Type:** ACTIVITY  
**Age Level:** 3+  
**Dimensions:** 210 X 260 MM

Get ready for the ultimate Easter celebration with Winnie the Pooh, Piglet, Tigger and Eeyore! Within this case you will find a colouring book, a sticker activity book, 4 sheets of stickers and 2 extra sheets of press out markers for an egg-cellent Easter egg hunt.

---

**SALES POINTS:**
- Winnie the Pooh has universal awareness across markets and demographics.
- Winnie the Pooh celebrated his 95th Anniversary in 2022, and still garners evergreen product activity.
- With a huge variety of characters, there is someone from the Hundred-Acre Wood we can all relate to!
**DISNEY FAVOURITES: ULTIMATE EASTER COLOURING BOOK**

**AU RRP:** $6.99  
**NZ RRP:** $7.99  

**Publisher:** SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA  
**ISBN:** 9781761295225  
**Format:** PAPERBACK  
**Type:** ACTIVITY  
**Age Level:** 3+  
**Dimensions:** 276 X 200 MM  
**Page Count:** 64 PP

All your Disney Favourites are shelling out colouring fun in this egg-cellent Ultimate Easter Colouring Book. You’ll colour Mickey, Minnie and tonnes of classic characters on these 64 egg-tastic pages! All you need is some colouring pencils and your imagination ... so what are you waiting for? Get cracking!

**DISNEY FAVOURITES: EASTER GIANT ACTIVITY PAD**

**AU RRP:** $12.99  
**NZ RRP:** $14.99  

**Publisher:** SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA  
**ISBN:** 9781761295232  
**Format:** PAPERBACK  
**Type:** ACTIVITY  
**Age Level:** 3+  
**Dimensions:** 296 X 373 MM  
**Page Count:** 24 PP

Celebrate Easter with your Disney Favourites! Colour and complete activities to have a fabulous Easter!
THE EASTER KITTY BUNNY (GABBY’S DOLLHOUSE: DELUXE STORYBOOK)

It’s time to get tiny this Easter! A sparkly, mysterious Easter egg arrives at the Dollhouse—and then it starts to wiggle! But who will hatch out of it? Join Gabby Girl and all her kitty friends as they meet a special Easter pal. Plus, you’ll get a sheet of gorgeous Gabby stickers and Easter egg stands!

SALES POINTS:
- Gabby’s Dollhouse captures kids’ imagination with its catchy songs and vibrant visuals.
- It is among just a handful of shows for preschoolers to land on Netflix’s publicly shared Top 10 Most Popular TV list—this means parents are not only choosing it for their kids, but letting them watch it on repeat!
- With its diverse characters—whose attitudes range from caring to chaotic—the show’s biggest message is that even though nobody is perfect, everyone is lovable!

AU RRP: $12.99
NZ RRP: $14.99

THE GREAT EASTER RACE! (SESAME STREET)

It’s Easter morning, and all of Sesame Street is gathered at the park for the Great Easter Race. Who will win the day? Will it be the turtle, who moves slowly and steadily towards the finish line? Or will it be the bunny, who runs faster than thunder, but seems easily distracted? Fun surprises wait around every turn, so come along with Elmo and all his friends at Sesame Street!

SALES POINTS:
- Australian mums rank Sesame Street #1 for education and preparing their kids for school.
- 80% of parents watch Sesame Street with their child.
- The market has 100% brand awareness of Sesame Street.
VALENTINE’S DAY

SALES POINTS:
• Celebrate Valentine’s Day with your favourite characters from Gabby’s Dollhouse and Sesame Street.
• Introduce kids to age-appropriate ways of celebrating love in all its forms for Valentine’s Day so that they don’t miss out on the fun!
• Adorable stories on love that make very cute gifts.

I LOVE PANDY PAWS: A VALENTINE STICKER STORYBOOK (DREAMWORKS: GABBY’S DOLLHOUSE)

AU RRP: $6.99
NZ RRP: $7.99

Publisher: SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA
ISBN: 9781338856781
Format: PAPERBACK
Type: ACTIVITY
Age Level: 3+
Dimensions: 254 X 203 MM
Page Count: 16 PP

Gabby Girl and Pandy Paws are celebrating being best friends on Valentine’s Day! Join in their fun by placing the included stickers on every page of the story and discover so many cat-tastic ways to say ‘I love you’ to friends!

SALES POINTS:
• Gabby’s Dollhouse launched on Netflix in January 2021, where it quickly soared to the Netflix Top 10 list.
• Gabby’s Dollhouse taps into preschool kids’ obsession with the unboxing phenomenon, but goes beyond unboxing a product to ‘unbox a story’.
• Stickers and pull-out activities for kids to create unique Valentine’s Day card for their special someone.

LOVE FROM SESAME STREET

AU RRP: $19.99
NZ RRP: $21.99

Publisher: SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA
ISBN: 9781761203794
Format: HARDBACK
Type: PICTURE
Age Level: 3+
Dimensions: 250 X 240 MM
Page Count: 32 PP

Love is infinite. Love is giggles. Love is cookies. Explore all the definitions of love with your friends from Sesame Street! In this illustrated Sesame Street book, children will delight in seeing their favourite characters share what love means to them. This warm and uplifting story teaches kids the timeless lesson that love can be found everywhere and encourages them to look for love in new ways in their lives! Show and share your love at any occasion with this picture book! The perfect companion to Sesame Street toys or other Elmo books, children and families will treasure this heart-warming read aloud for years to come.

SALES POINTS:
• Sesame Street has been an iconic kids show ever since 1969! That is over 50 years of children’s entertainment!
• Elmo, Cookie Monster and Big Bird are some of the beloved characters that have become icons from the show!
• Sesame Street has won 205 Emmy Awards and 11 Grammy Awards, more than any other children’s show!
1954: The Winter Soldier is the Soviet Union’s greatest weapon. Assigned the most dangerous covert missions from the USSR’s secret military branch, and guided by a handler who knows him better than he knows himself, he has only one purpose: to obey orders. But he wasn’t always the Winter Soldier...

1941: As World War II begins, sixteen-year-old Bucky Barnes is determined to enlist in the US army—if only the local commander will stop getting in his way. When Bucky is offered enrolment in a training program with the British Special Operations Executive—the UK’s secret service—he leaps at the chance to become a hero. But Bucky has hardly touched down in London when he finds himself running from a mysterious assassin and accompanied by an English chess champion fond of red lipstick and double crosses. She’s in possession of a secret every side is desperate to get their hands on. If only they knew what it was...

Decades later, the Winter Soldier struggles to solve the same mystery Bucky is just beginning to uncover. As their missions intersect across time, their lives collide too—in a way that neither of them would have expected and that will change the course of their respective wars.

SALES POINTS:
• New York Times best-selling author Mackenzi Lee explores the youth of one of Marvel’s most compelling characters, James Buchanan ‘Bucky’ Barnes—and the enemy soldier he is forced to become.
• The third instalment in this trilogy. Lee’s first in the series, Loki: Where Mischief Lies, quickly became a bestseller!
• Marvel continues to be a popular brand across the market and the story behind Bucky will have fans excited about the Winter Soldier’s story.
Belle is a lot of things: smart, resourceful, restless. Belle also happens to be the captive of a terrifying, angry beast. And that is her primary concern. But when Belle touches the Beast’s enchanted rose, intriguing images flood her mind—images of the mother she believed she would never see again. Stranger still, she sees that her mother is none other than the beautiful enchantress who cursed the Beast, his castle and all its inhabitants. Shocked and confused, Belle and the Beast must work together to unravel a dark mystery about their families.

SALES POINTS:

• New, special-edition textured cover makes this gorgeous book highly collectible.
• A must-have for Twisted Tales fans, and a sophisticated introduction for YA and adult readers new to this best-selling series.
• This is the fifth instalment in the hardback deluxe Twisted Tales series, with a new foil colour to compliment the rest of the collection.
ALL THE LOVE ON THIS ISLAND (DISNEY: MOANA)

AU RRP: $19.99
NZ RRP: $21.99

Explore all the love on the island of Motunui with Moana and Gramma Tala! This book explores the love that runs deep between Moana and her grandmother. In this sweet story, Moana and Gramma Tala take turns comparing their love for each other to all the different things they can find on their island home of Motunui.

SALES POINTS:
• Moana originally grossed over $645 million worldwide in 2016, and its popularity endures to this day.
• Focusing on the beautiful relationship between Moana and her grandmother, All The Love on This Island is a perfect gift or keepsake to help celebrate and commemorate the special maternal relationships in our lives.
• Moana ranks 20th on a list of 60 Best Disney Characters Of All Time, praised for her independence, adventurous spirit and determination.
Once upon a time ... there was a shy teenager from Queens, a misunderstood nerd with glasses, teased by the guys at school and ignored by the girls. He was a straight-A student who lived with his Uncle Ben and Aunt May. And his name was Peter Parker. One day fate showed up in the form of a radioactive spider bite. When a burglar broke into his house—one whom Peter had allowed to escape earlier—and killed Uncle Ben, Peter learned the hard way that with great power, there must also come great responsibility. That night, as told in Amazing Fantasy #15 (August 1962) by Stan Lee and Steve Ditko, Marvel’s most popular hero was born. His coming of age has inspired generations of readers of all ages. Spider-Man has been with us for sixty years. He has grown up with us, he is us. And this is his amazing story as told by 60 marvellous years of comics.

SALES POINTS:

• Swing all the way back to the beginning of Spidey’s journey! With original art from over 60 years ago, relive the adventure of everyone’s favourite arachnid Super Hero.

• Spider-Man is the original everyman superhero and has been around since 1962 when he appeared in Marvel Comics’ Amazing Fantasy.

• With so many fun facts, you can become the greatest Spider-Man fan with this marvellous book!
Join Spider-Man and his friends on a colouring adventure! Use your puffy stickers on your journey through the book ... or anywhere else!

**SPIDER-MAN: PUFFY STICKER COLOURING BOOK (MARVEL)**

- **AU RRP:** $6.99
- **NZ RRP:** $7.99
- **Publisher:** SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA
- **ISBN:** 9781761295478
- **Format:** PAPERBACK
- **Type:** ACTIVITY
- **Age Level:** 3+
- **Dimensions:** 275 X 200 MM
- **Page Count:** 16 PP

**SALES POINTS:**
- Spider-Man is a relatable hero for a lot of young fans! Peter Parker’s wit and cleverness is a trademark of this ever-popular brand.
- Spider-Man No Way Home is the only Hollywood release since 2019 to top $1 billion at the global box office, and it is the fourth-highest grossing film of all time in the U.S. and Canada.
- 2022 is Spider-Man’s 60th anniversary, and his fame and popularity have never been higher, between young and original fans alike.

**SPIDER-MAN: GIANT ACTIVITY PAD (MARVEL)**

- **AU RRP:** $12.99
- **NZ RRP:** $14.99
- **Publisher:** SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA
- **ISBN:** 9781761294914
- **Format:** PAPERBACK
- **Type:** ACTIVITY
- **Age Level:** 3+
- **Dimensions:** 296 X 373 MM
- **Page Count:** 24 PP

**SALES POINTS:**
- Spider-Man is a relatable hero for a lot of young fans! Peter Parker’s wit and cleverness is a trademark of this ever-popular brand.
- Spider-Man No Way Home is the only Hollywood release since 2019 to top $1 billion at the global box office, and it is the fourth-highest grossing film of all time in the U.S. and Canada.
- 2022 is Spider-Man’s 60th anniversary, and his fame and popularity have never been higher, between young and original fans alike.

**MARVEL: ESCAPE! GET AWAY! 50 MISSIONS TO ESCAPE VENOM**

- **AU RRP:** $12.99
- **NZ RRP:** $14.99
- **Publisher:** SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA
- **ISBN:** 9781761207235
- **Format:** PAPERBACK
- **Type:** ACTIVITY
- **Age Level:** 9+
- **Dimensions:** 287 X 208 MM
- **Page Count:** 48 PP

**SALES POINTS:**
- Spider-Man is a relatable hero for a lot of young fans! Peter Parker’s wit and cleverness is a trademark of this ever-popular brand.
- Spider-Man No Way Home is the only Hollywood release since 2019 to top $1 billion at the global box office, and it is the fourth-highest grossing film of all time in the U.S. and Canada.
- 2022 is Spider-Man’s 60th anniversary, and his fame and popularity have never been higher, between young and original fans alike.

As Spider-Man walks home, someone attacks him from behind and knocks him out. When he wakes up, the hero is deep into darkness. He tries to move but seems to be locked in a very small room. Suddenly, a screen lights up and Venom’s face appears … Peter’s worst enemy is holding Aunt May! Your mission: to help Spider-Man and the Avengers stop Venom!
HEROES. LEGENDS. PROTECTORS! Ms. Marvel and Captain Marvel join forces to defeat a dangerous foe, the Guardians of the Galaxy explore the meaning of family, Jane Foster wields Thor’s hammer and more! Each action-packed story—featuring Marvel’s newest heroes and fan favourites—can be read aloud in about five minutes!

SALES POINTS:
• Perfect for bedtime, little Super Heroes will love to snuggle in with some adventures featuring their favourite Marvel characters.
• Marvel tops the list as the #1 most popular, #1 most loved and #1 most wanted characters for boys aged 7–9.
• Thanks to the increased diversity of the Super Heroes, with female heroes and heroes from racial minorities gaining greater attention, the franchise remains relevant and important to millions of people across the world.

© 2022 MARVEL
Queen Anna of Arendelle has been preparing for the Polar Nights celebration that is held every year to welcome the days when the sun doesn’t rise in the polar circle. Joined by Kristoff, Sven and Olaf, Anna reunites with Elsa in the Enchanted Forest. After a night of spooky stories around the campfire, Olaf swears that one of the creatures from their tales has come to life! Who else could be responsible for the sudden onset of storms and the earlier-than-normal darkening of the skies? Why else is everyone starting to become so forgetful? Anna and Elsa join forces to determine what is going on. Together they recall Kristoff’s terrifying tale about a princess who turned into a draugr—an undead creature that steals memories to make others forget the misdeeds it committed when it was alive. Is it possible that Kristoff inadvertently unearthed memories of a draugr and thus unleashed the monster upon Arendelle? Anna and Elsa must uncover the real story behind the tale before everyone in Arendelle forgets who they are and their world is cast into darkness forever...
The answer to the biggest mystery of the Avatar: The Last Airbender animated series, the fate of Fire Lord Zuko’s mother, is finally revealed! When Zuko discovers a clue to Ursa’s fate, he enlists the aid of Team Avatar—and enters into a tense alliance with his sister, the deadly and insane Azula—to finally uncover the truth!

Written by Eisner winner and National Book Award nominee Gene Luen Yang (American Born Chinese) in close collaboration with Avatar creators Bryan Konietzko and Michael Dante DiMartino, this is the Avatar’s greatest adventure yet! This omnibus edition collects the New York Times best-selling The Search parts one through three, available for the first time in paperback!
# DISNEY PRINCESS: PUFFY STICKER COLOURING BOOK

Join the Disney Princesses on a colouring adventure! Use your puffy stickers on your journey through the book ... or anywhere else!

**SALES POINTS:**
- Disney Princess is globally one of the most popular franchises among Girls 3–11.
- Princess is the top 5 franchise wanted for products for girls 6–8, top 10 for women 25–38, and #2 with parents of girls 0–5.
- The Disney Princesses inspire young girls to be brave and kind to those around them, with a diverse range of characters and adventures.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publisher:</strong> SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA</td>
<td><strong>Publisher:</strong> SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ISBN:</strong> 9781761294181</td>
<td><strong>ISBN:</strong> 9781761294181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Format:</strong> PAPERBACK</td>
<td><strong>Format:</strong> PAPERBACK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Type:</strong> ACTIVITY</td>
<td><strong>Type:</strong> ACTIVITY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age Level:</strong> 3+</td>
<td><strong>Age Level:</strong> 3+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dimensions:</strong> 275 X 200 MM</td>
<td><strong>Dimensions:</strong> 275 X 200 MM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Page Count:</strong> 16 PP</td>
<td><strong>Page Count:</strong> 16 PP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

# TOY STORY: ACTIVITY BAG (DISNEY PIXAR)

Giddy-up with Woody, Buzz and their friends in this Activity Bag! Including a colouring book, a puzzle pad and four coloured pencils!

**SALES POINTS:**
- With both Toy Story colouring and puzzles, this Activity Bag has it all for the Toy Story fans out there!
- This pack features a range of easy to more difficult activities, from colouring to sudoku, to both entertain and challenge.
- Bonus colouring within the puzzle pad for maximum fun!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publisher:</strong> SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA</td>
<td><strong>Publisher:</strong> SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ISBN:</strong> 9781761295379</td>
<td><strong>ISBN:</strong> 9781761295379</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Format:</strong> PAPERBACK</td>
<td><strong>Format:</strong> PAPERBACK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Type:</strong> ACTIVITY</td>
<td><strong>Type:</strong> ACTIVITY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age Level:</strong> 3+</td>
<td><strong>Age Level:</strong> 3+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dimensions:</strong> 276 X 200 MM</td>
<td><strong>Dimensions:</strong> 276 X 200 MM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Page Count:</strong> 2 X 16 PP</td>
<td><strong>Page Count:</strong> 2 X 16 PP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

# CARS ON THE ROAD: ACTIVITY BAG (DISNEY PIXAR)

It’s time to hit the road! Join your favourite Cars: On the Road characters to colour and solve puzzles in this activity bag. It includes a colouring book, activity pad and four coloured pencils, making it a great gift or ideal companion for long trips in the car.

**SALES POINTS:**
- This all-new Disney+ series takes the popular Cars characters on a road trip away from their home to meet new characters and challenges. Featuring the talents of Owen Wilson reprising his role as Lightning McQueen, this series is sure to be a hit with new and old fans of the popular Cars franchise.
- The Cars series is very popular, with the existing three films accruing over $1.4 billion in box office revenue. There is a booming market for merchandise for the franchise which is particularly popular with young boys.
- This family-friendly franchise appeals to children and parents with its exciting adventure stories and child-appropriate humour.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publisher:</strong> SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA</td>
<td><strong>Publisher:</strong> SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ISBN:</strong> 9781761295430</td>
<td><strong>ISBN:</strong> 9781761295430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Format:</strong> PAPERBACK</td>
<td><strong>Format:</strong> PAPERBACK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Type:</strong> ACTIVITY</td>
<td><strong>Type:</strong> ACTIVITY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age Level:</strong> 3+</td>
<td><strong>Age Level:</strong> 3+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dimensions:</strong> 276 X 200 MM</td>
<td><strong>Dimensions:</strong> 276 X 200 MM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Page Count:</strong> 2 X 16 PP</td>
<td><strong>Page Count:</strong> 2 X 16 PP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Are you ready to let your creativity ride wild and free? Saddle up and gallop along with Lucky, Pru, Abigail and their amazing horses in this colouring adventure! The pages are already filled with friendship and fun, but they are missing you!

**SALES POINTS:**

- **Spirit: Riding Free** promotes diversity and self-confidence in its storylines and character line-up.
- The franchise is relatable for young girls as Lucky goes through changes and learns to adapt to new experiences around her.
- Spirit: Riding Free reflects the values of friendship and respecting animals and each other—important lessons for young viewers and readers to learn.

**AU RRP:** $2.99  
**NZ RRP:** $3.99

---

Join Barbie™ and her friends on an exciting colouring adventure! Grab your pencils and add colour to the pages to celebrate Barbie’s fabulous friendships!

**SALES POINTS:**

- Barbie is the #1 toy property around the world!
- Strong themes of friendship, hard work, loyalty, individuality and female leadership throughout.
- Barbie’s wide range of friends promotes inclusiveness and brings visibility to underrepresented audiences.

**AU RRP:** $2.99  
**NZ RRP:** $3.99

---

Learn the way of the Minion! Join the Minions in this unleashed and unhinged colouring adventure!

**SALES POINTS:**

- The Minions franchise has been strong for over a decade, with a range of films and merchandise earning over $4.6 billion USD.
- The most recent film instalment, Minions: The Rise of Gru was the fourth-highest-grossing film of 2022 and is currently 6th biggest animated film of all time in Australia.
- This fun and colourful franchise evokes the power of family and friendship to tell stories that capture the imaginations of young viewers.

**AU RRP:** $2.99  
**NZ RRP:** $3.99
Snugglepot and Cuddlepie are much loved for their many mischievous adventures in the Australian bush. Introduce a new generation to May Gibbs’ classic characters in this delightful collection of contemporary tales. This boxed set contains the following storybooks: Tales From the Gum Tree, Tales From The Billabong, Tales from the Bush, Tales from the Camp Fire, Tales from the Big City and Tales from the Sea.
Meet the Gumnut Babies in this delightful set, featuring contemporary illustrations perfect for introducing your very own Bush Baby to May Gibbs’ iconic characters. This slip case includes four deluxe board books: Good Morning Gumnuts, Goodnight Gumnuts, Time to Play Gumnuts! and Hello, Gumnuts!

SALES POINTS:

- A portion of all the May Gibbs titles’ proceeds goes to the Cerebral Palsy Alliance and Northcott Society.
- May Gibbs has become a classic Australian legend, and her work is iconic, as evidenced by the continued support the brand has received for over 100 years.
- A great way to introduce these adorable characters to a new generation.

MY FIRST GUMNUT 4-BOOK COLLECTION (MAY GIBBS: GUMNUT BABIES)

Author: MAY GIBBS
Publisher: SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA
ISBN: 9781761295416
Format: BOXED SET
Type: PICTURE
Age Level: 1+
Dimensions: 188 X 178 MM

Meet the Gumnut Babies in this delightful set, featuring contemporary illustrations perfect for introducing your very own Bush Baby to May Gibbs’ iconic characters. This slip case includes four deluxe board books: Good Morning Gumnuts, Goodnight Gumnuts, Time to Play Gumnuts! and Hello, Gumnuts!
SALES POINTS:
- Pokémon was crowned Overall Licensed Property of the year at the 2022 Australian Toy Association awards! This proves that Pokémon continues to expand its brand to appeal to fans across generations.
- Puzzles have seen a resurgence in popularity since lockdown. People have rediscovered the joy and tranquility of completing a jigsaw.
- The intricate art in the colouring book features classic Pokémon characters that are beloved by millennials.

Pokémon: Adult Ultimate Colouring Book & 1000-Piece Puzzle

AU RRP: $24.99
NZ RRP: $26.99

Revisit the Kanto region! Do you know the first 150 Pokémon in the Pokédex? Join Pikachu and its friends in this 1000 piece puzzle featuring the Pokémon you can find in the Kanto region. Bring colour to the Pokémon and the intricate patterns in the mini colouring book.
FIVE NIGHTS AT FREDDY’S: OFFICIAL CHARACTER ENCYCLOPEDIA

AU RRP: $29.99
NZ RRP: $31.99

An in-depth look at all the characters from Five Nights at Freddy’s in a deluxe, hardcover format! The massive roster of characters from Five Nights at Freddy’s is presented here in a giant hardcover that will make the perfect addition to any fan’s library. From the games to the novels and short stories, all the characters are here and laid out in awesome detail that will deepen the knowledge of even the most enthusiastic player. With over 200-pages of full-colour art, this encyclopedia is not to be missed!

SALES POINTS:
- Our Five Nights at Freddy’s books are perennial bestsellers on the New York Times and Publisher’s Weekly lists.
- Brand is a top performer; Five Nights at Freddy’s now has 30+ licensee partners to date!
- Five Nights at Freddy’s continues to generate massive buzz online, with 29+ BILLION YouTube views.

INFECTED (PIGGY: AN ORIGINAL NOVEL #1)

AU RRP: $17.99
NZ RRP: $19.99

Mystery, mayhem—try to survive the terrifying world of PIGGY in this original novel based on the fan-favourite video game! There is a mystery to be solved, keys to be found and an evil pig to escape! When an infection threatens to turn everyone into mindless, dangerous monsters, it is up to a few desperate survivors to endure long enough to find a cure. But can they get to the bottom of this mysterious illness, or will PIGGY and her new minions find them first? Welcome to the bone chilling, pulse-pounding world of PIGGY, the survival-horror game that will keep you up at night. Explore a frightening maze full of secrets to unearth and monsters that are out for blood! Can anyone make it out alive? A thrilling novel full of secrets, monsters and adventure.

SALES POINTS:
- Visited over 8.7 billion times, PIGGY is one of Roblox’s most popular survival horror games.
- With an established fan base already following of the game, PIGGY fans will be more than excited to get their hands on more content.
- Based on the success of the Five Nights at Freddy’s books, this book, similarly based on a horror-themed video game, should follow in FNAF’s footsteps.